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Introduction

ᒑᐧᑳn ᑎᔮᑭᐦᐄᒑπᔨc aᓂᔮ aᐧᐋn ᐋ iᔥπᔑ
ᐋπᒋᐦᑖt ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ? ᐋoᒄ
ᐹᔨᒄ an ᒑᐧᑳn aᓂᔮ ᑎᔮᑭᐦᐄᒑπᔨᔨc ᐋ
ᐋᐦᑯᓯt ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᐋᑳ ᐋ ᐋᐦᑯᓯt aᐧᐋn᙮ an
ᒫk ᒦn ᑯᑎc ᒑᐧᑳn, ᐋoᒄ aᓂᔮ ᐋ iᔥπᔑ
ᐧᐋᐦᒌt aᐧᐋn ᒑ ᒌ oᐦᒋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic aᓂᑖᐦ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc ᑭᔮᐦ ᑖᓂᑖᐦ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
πᒥπᔨᔨc᙮ an ᒫk ᑳ ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᒫᑭᓂᐧic
ᐄᔨᔨoc aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc 2003 ᑳ
isπᔨc oᐦᒋ aᓂᔮ ᐋ iᔥπᔑ ᐋπᒋᐦᑖc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᒥᐧᔮᔨᐦᑎᒥᐦᐄᑯc aᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ πᒥπᔨᔨc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ aᓂᑖᐦ
oᑎᐦᑖᐧiᓂᐧᐋᐦc᙮ an ᒫk ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᔥᐧᑳoᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic, ᐋoᒄ ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᒫᐦc ᒑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋπᔨc an aᑎᑑ ᒑ ᒌ
ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic ᐋ ᐄᔑ πᒥπᔨc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk
ᐆ ᒑ aᑎ ᒥᓯᓈᑖc aᓂᔮ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂᑭᒥᑯᐦc
ᑭᔮᐦ ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ ᐋ ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒫc᙮

What affects how often someone uses
health care? Of course use depends partly
on need—whether the person is sick or
not. But it may also depend on other
things like how easy it is to get care, and
how the local health care system is set up.
A 2003 survey asked people in Iiyiyiu
Aschii about what types of health care
they used and whether they were happy
with health care in their community. We
think the answers may help us to improve
the way health care is set up in Iiyiyiu
Aschii. The sections that follow
describe what people said about their
medical care and their dental care.
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ᑖᓂᑖᐦ ᐋ ᐄᔑ πᒥπᔨc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc
aᓂᐦᐄ ᒫk ᐄᔨᔨᐤ iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
asᒌᐦc, ᑭᔨᐧᐹ ᒫᔖc an asᒌ ᐆ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
aᑯᓂᐦᐄᒑπᔨc—ᒧᔮm an ᓃofinᓛnt ᑭᔮᐦ
ᓃᐤ πᕋnᓱᐧik ᑳ iᔑᓂᐦᑳᑖcᐦ asᒌᐦ ᐋ
ᒫᒨᓂᑭᓂᐧicᐦ᙮ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᔮoᓈᑯnᐦ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐋ
ᒥᔖcᐦ iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋ ᒥᔖcᐦ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂᑭᒥᒄᐦ᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk ᐧᐋᐦᒋ ᒌ
ᒋᐦᒋπᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic iᔨᐦc ᐋ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin oᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc:
♦
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ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂsᐧᑳoc ᒥᓯᐧᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋoc
oᑖᐦᑯᓯᐤᐦ᙮ aᓂᑖᐦ ᑳ ᒥᔖcᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ, ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᑳᒋc ᐋ ᐋπᑎᓰc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂc᙮ aᓂᐦᐄ ᒫk ᑳ aπᔖᔑcᐦ
iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ, ᒥᒄ ᐋsᑰ ᐹᒋ iᐦᑖᔨᐤᐦ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ᙮
ᐆ ᒫk ᒫᐧᑳc ᑳ πᒥπᔨc ᐋ ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᒫᑭᓂᐧic
ᐄᔨᔨoc, ᒥᒄ aᓂᐦᐄ ᑳ ᒥᔖcᐦ iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ ᒌ
iᐦᑖoc aᓂᒌ ᓅᑖπᑖᓯoc᙮

♦

aᓂᑖᐦ ᐧᐄ ᐲᓯᐧᒫᐦᑖᐦc, ᑭᔨᐧᐹ ᐋ iᐦᑎc
oᑖᐦᑯᓯoc ᒨᔥ ᐋ ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᐋ
ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒫc᙮ aᓂᑖᐦ ᒫk ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc, ᓂᒧᔨ
iᔑᓈᑯn ᐆ, ᐧᐋᔥ ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ ᐧᐋᒋᐦᐋc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂc aᓂᔮ aᐧᐋᔨᐤᐦ ᓈᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑎᒥᔨcᐦ
ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᔨcᐦ᙮

♦

ᐋiᒥn ᒑ ᒌ oᐦᑎᓈᑭᓂᐧit ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn aᓂᑖᐦ
aᑎᒫᐲᓯᒽ ᐋ ᐧᐄᐦ ᐧᐄᒋt᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk ᐧᐋᐦᒋ
iᔑᓈᑯᐦc aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc ᒥᒄ
ᐧᐋiπᔥᒌᔥ ᐋ ᐋπᑎᓰc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂc᙮

♦

aᓂᒌ ᒫk ᐋᐦᐧᑳc ᐋ isπᔨᐦᐄᑯc ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ
oᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐧᐋᐦc, ᐧᐄᐧᐄᑎᒫ
iᑎᔑᐦᐧᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧic aᓂᑖᐦ ᑯᑎkᐦ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂᑭᒥᒄᐦ ᒑ ᒌ ᐧᐋπᒫc ᑯᑎkᐦ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ oᑖᐦ ᑯפk asᒌᐦc᙮

How health care is set up
in Iiyiyiu Aschii
The communities in Iiyiyiu Aschii are
spread over a huge area—as big as
Newfoundland and New Brunswick
together. And all of them are far from
cities and big hospitals. To cope with
this, health care in the region is set up
in a special way:
♦

Nurses provide all the basic care.
The big communities have full-time
doctors, but the smaller ones only
have visiting doctors. At the time of
this survey, only the larger
communities had dentists on staff.

♦

Many doctors in the south have
their “own” patients, but in Iiyiyiu
Aschii the doctor treats anyone in
the community who needs it.

It is hard to find doctors who want
to live in northern areas. So Iiyiyiu
Aschii has a lot of doctors who are
filling in for a short time.
♦ People with more serious problems
are often sent out to hospitals or
doctors in other parts of Quebec.
♦
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ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐋπᑎᐦc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc
ᑖn iᔥπᔑ ᐋᓯᐦc ᐋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ oᐦᒋ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc
ᒧᔮm oᑖᐦ ᑯפk asᒌᐦc, oᓵ ᐄᔨᔨoc (87%)
ᒌ ᐧᐋπᒫoc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯᐤᐦ ᐋᔑᑯm
πᐳnᐦ᙮ ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ oᓵ ᐧiᔮπᒫc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂsᐧᑳᐤᐦ,
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᓈᔥt ᒫk ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ᙮ aᓂᔮ ᒫk
ᒥᓯᐧᐋ ᐋ aᑎ ᐧᐋᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂsᐧᑳoc
aᐧᐋᔨᐤᐦ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc, ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ oᓵ
ᐧiᔮπᒫc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂsᐧᑳᐤᐦ aᓂᒌ ᐄᔨᔨoc
aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc᙮ ᒥᒄ ᒫk ᓂᒧᔨ ᓈᔥc
iᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᐤ ᒑ ᒌ ᐧᐋπᒫc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ aᓂᔮ
ᒥᒋn ᐋ ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑎᒥᔨcᐦ ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ,
iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ oᑖᐦ ᑯפk asᒌᐦc᙮
ᐋoᒄ ᒫk ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐹᔓᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦc
aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋᑳ ᓈᔥc
ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰc, ᐋoᑯᓂc ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ
aᑎᑑ ᓈᔥc ᐋ iᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨc ᒑ
ᐧᐋπᒫc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯᐤᐦ᙮ ᒥᒄ
ᒫk ᑖᐹ ᓂᒥᔮᐤ ᒥᒄ ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰᐧin
ᐋ ᑖᑭᐦᐄᒑπᔨc aᓂᔮ aᐧᐋn ᐋ
ᐧᐋπᒫt ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯᐤᐦ᙮
aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᑎᑑ ᓈᔥc
ᒥᔥᑏᐦ ᑳ ᒋsᑯᑎᒫᓱc, ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ
aᑎᑑ iᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᐤ ᒑ ᐧᐋπᒫc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯᐤᐦ᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᑭᔮᐦ
ᓈᔥc ᐋ ᒌᐦᑳᓈᑯᐦc ᐲᑐᔥ ᐋ
iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐋπᒫc aᐧᐋᓂᒌ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯᐤᐦ aᓂᑖᐦ
ᓂᓈᐦᑰ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ᙮
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ᐋᑳ ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰᓈᓂᐧic

oᑎᐦ ᑎᐹᒋᒨᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᐦc, an “ᐋᑳ
ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰᓈᓂᐧic” ᐋoᒄ an :
♦ aᐧᐋn ᐋ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦk “ᒑᒋᔥc” ᓈᔥt ᒫk “ᐋᑳ”

ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰt

ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk
♦ aᐧᐋn ᒥᑯᒋk ᐹᔨᒄ ᐋ iᑖsπᓈt ᓈoᔥ

ᐋᐦᑯᓯᐧiᓂᔨᐤ πᑯᓂᒑ ᐋ ᔔᑳoπᔨᓈᓂᐧic
ᓈᔥt ᒫk ᔮᐦᔮoᐧᐋsπᓈᐧin᙮

Use of medical care in Iiyiyiu Aschii
How often people get care
Like other people in Quebec, most
Iiyiyiuch (87%) see at least one health
worker each year. Usually, they see
nurses, doctors, or dentists. Because
nurses provide most of the basic care in
Iiyiyiu Aschii, people in the region are very
likely to have seen a nurse. But they are
less likely than other people in Quebec to
have seen a specialist doctor.

Poor health
In this report, “poor health” means
that:
♦ The person said their health was

“fair” or “poor”
and/or
♦ The person had at least one long-

term health problem like diabetes
or asthma.

As you would expect, people
who are in poor health are
more likely than others to
see most types of health care
workers. But it seems that
health is not the only thing
that affects how often people
see health workers. People
with a lot of education are
more likely than others to
use most types of health care.
We also see big differences
between communities in how
often people use health care.
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ᐋᑳ oᐦᒋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧit aᐧᐋn ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc aᓂᔮ ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᑯπᓈ
ᐧᐄᓵᐧᐋ ᐹᔨᒄ ᐋᔑᑯm ᓃᐧᔖᔥc aᐧᐋᓂᒌ (14%) ᒌ
ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒧc ᐋ ᒌ ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᒑ oᐦᒋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc aᓂᔮ ᐧᐹᐳᓂᔨc ᒥᒄ ᒫk
ᐋᑳ oᐦᒋ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᐧᐄᓵᐧᐋ ᑭᔮᐦ
ᐋ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc oᑖᐦ ᑯפk asᒌᐦc᙮ ᒥᒄ ᒫk ᓂᒧᔨ
ᓂᒑᔥᑎᓈᐦoᓈn ᐆ ᑖᐧᐹᐦ ᐋ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc᙮ aᓂᒌ ᒫk
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯoc aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc, ᑭᔨᐧᐹ
ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᐦc aᑎᑑ ᓈᔥc ᐋ ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨc
iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ aᓂᔮ ᑳ aᔨcᐦ aᐧᐋᔨᐤᐦ ᑳ
ᑯᐧᑳᒋᒫᑭᓂᐧiᔨcᐦ᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᐧᐋᔥ ᐆ ᒨᔥ ᐋ isπᔨc
aᓂᑖᐦ aᑎᒫᐲᓯᒽ᙮ ᒥᒄ ᒫk ᐧᑳᐧᔖn ᑭᔮᐦ iᔨᐦc
iᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒋᒑ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐋπᐦᑎᐦc ᐄᔨᔨoc ᑭᔮᐦ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯoc aᓂᔮ ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ
ᓈᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨc ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic aᓂᑖᐦ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc᙮
ᒑᐧᑳn ᒫk an ᐧᐋᐦᑎᒫᑯᔨᐦᒄ an ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᒥsᑭᐧᐋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic ᐋᑳ iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᓂᑖᐦ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc aᓂᑖᐦ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc?
♦ an ᓃᔥᑎm ᒑᐧᑳn ᑳ ᐧᐋπᐦᑎᒫᐦc iᔨᐦc ᐋ
iᔑᓈᑯᐦc aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ
oᑖᐦ ᑯפk asᒌᐦc, ᐋoᒄ an ᑳ iᑎᔑᐦc
osᒋᓃᒋᓯoc ᐋ ᒌ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc ᐋᑳ oᐦᒋ iᔥπᔑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic aᓂᔮ ᒑ iᔥπᔑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧᐋᑯπᓈ᙮ ᐋoᒄ πᔑᓈ ᐧᐋᐦᒋ
iᔑᓈᑯᐦc ᐋᑳ iᐦᑎᑯᓂᔨc aᓂᔮ ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ
ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑯc osᒋᓃᒋᓯoc aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc᙮
ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk aᓂᔮ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc osᒋᓃᒋᓯoc,
ᐋᔨᒋᒑ ᑳ ᒋsᒋᓰᐦᑎᐦc aᓂᔮ oᑎᐧᐋᔑᔒᒥᐧᐋᐤᐦ ᐋ
ᓈᑭᑐᐧᐋᔨᒫᑭᓂᐧiᔨcᐦ᙮
♦ ᐋoᒄ an ᒦn ᑯᑎc ᒑᐧᑳn ᑳ ᐧᐋπᐦᑎᒫᐦc aᓂᔮ
ᐋᑳ oᐦᒋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic aᐧᐋᓂᒌ, ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ ᐋᒄ
ᐋᑳ iᐦᑎᑯᓂᔨc aᓂᔮ ᐄᔑ ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ
aᓂᑖᐦ ᐋ iᐦᑖc ᐄᔨᔨoc᙮ aᓂᒌ ᐄᔨᔨoc ᐋ
ᐧᐄᒋc aᓂᑖᐦ ᑳ aπᔖᔑᔨcᐦ iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ,
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ᐋoᑯᓂc ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ aᑎᑑ ᓂᒥ ᓈᔥc iᔥπᔑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧic oᐦᒋ aᓂᑖᐦ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc aᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᒑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧᐋᑯπᓈ᙮

ᑖn ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᒥᐦᐄᑯc aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ
ᓂᒧᔨ ᒥᐧᔮᔨᐦᑎᒥᐦᐄᑰc ᐄᔨᔨoc aᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
πᒥπᔨᔨc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ aᓂᑖᐦ
oᑎᐦᑖᐧiᓂᐧᐋᐦc᙮ ᒑᑳt ᐋπᐦᑑ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᒧc ᓈᔥc ᐋᑳ
ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᔨc aᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᓈᑎᐦc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ aᓂᑎᐦ ᒑ oᐦᒋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic᙮
ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᐋᑳ ᓈᔥc ᒥᐧᔮᔨc aᓂᔮ
ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc᙮ ᒥᒄ
ᒫk aᓂᒌ ᐄᔨᔨoc aᓂᑖᐦ ᑳ ᒥᔖᔨcᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ—ᒋᓵᓰᐲ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒥsᑎᓯᓃ—ᐋoᑯᓂc ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ
aᑎᑑ ᐋ ᓂᐦᐋᒋᐦᐄᑯc aᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ πᒥπᔨᔨc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐋ
oᑎᐦᑖᐧiᓂᐧᐋᐦc᙮
aᓂᔮ ᒫk ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᒥᐦᐄᑯc aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᓂᔮ ᐋ
iᔥπᔑ ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᔨc ᒑ ᒌ ᓈᑎᐦc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ, ᐋoᒄ ᒫᒫᐦc ᐋ aᑎ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc
oᐦᒋ an ᒑᒄ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin
ᑳᓂᐧᐋπᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic᙮ ᐋoᒄ πᑯᓂᒑ ᒥᒄ ᐹᔨᒄ ᐋᔑᑯm
ᓂᔥᑐ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᑳ ᐧᐋπᒫc aᓂᔮᐦ ᒥᒋn ᑳ
ᓂᑐᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑎᒥᔨcᐦ ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ, ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ ᑳ
iᑖᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᐋ ᒌ ᐋᔨᒥᓂᔨc ᒑ ᒌ oᐦᒋ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc᙮ ᒥᒄ ᒫk
aᓂᒌ ᐄᔨᔨoc ᑳ ᐧᐋπᒫc ᓂᑐᐦoᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯᐤᐦ ᑳ
ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᔨcᐦ ᒥᑐᓈᔨᐦᒋᑭn ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ, ᒑᑳt
ᐋπᐦᑑ ᒌ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒧc ᐋᑳ oᐦᒋ ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᔨc ᒑ ᒌ
ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᒫc aᓂᔮ ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑯc᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk
ᓈᔥᑑᓈᑯᐦc aᑎᑑ ᐋ ᐧᐋᐦᒌc ᐄᔨᔨoc ᒑ ᒌ ᐧᐋπᒫc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ oᐦᒋ aᓂᔮ ᐋ oᔮᔥᑎc ᐧiᔮᐧᐋᐦc
iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ oᒥᑐᓈᔨᐦᒋᑭᓂᐧᐋᐦc᙮

Unmet needs for medical care

People’s opinions about health care

About one person in seven (14%) says that
they needed some type of health care in
the past year that they didn’t receive. This
is about the same as in other parts of
Quebec. But we are not sure if this can be
true. Health care workers in the region
think there is a lot more need than people
are saying. This often happens in
northern areas. It might mean that
Iiyiyiuch and health workers have different views about what people need.

Iiyiyiuch are not happy with the health care
in their communities. Almost half of them
think that access to care is poor. They also
think the quality of the care is poor. However, people in the larger communities—
Chisasibi and Mistissini—tend to be more
pleased with their health care.

What does the information on
unmet needs tell us about health care
in the region?
♦

♦

First, we notice that what makes
Iiyiyiu Aschii different from the rest
of the province is how many young
adults say they have unmet needs.
Perhaps young adults need kinds of
services that don’t exist in Iiyiyiu Aschii.
Or maybe when people say they have
unmet needs, they are thinking about
care for their children.
We also notice that a lot of the needs
were not met because the service didn’t
exist in the region. People living in the
smaller communities were especially
likely to say they had needs for health
care that had not been met.

People’s views about access depend on
the type of care they need. For instance,
only a third of the people who had seen
a specialist in the past year thought it was
hard to get care. But almost half the people
who had seen a mental health worker said
access was poor. This suggests that people
find it easier to get help for physical
problems than for mental ones.
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ᑖn ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᑖᑭᐦᐄᒑπᔨc aᓂᔮ ᐋ
ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋt aᐧᐋn ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᐋ ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒫt
ᐋoᒄ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᒥsᑭᐧᐋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic aᓂᑖᐦ ᑯפk
asᒌᐦc aᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋt aᐧᐋn ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ
ᒨᔥ ᐋ ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒫt, ᐋᑯᑎᐦ aᑎᑑ ᓈᐦᐄπᔨᔨc
ᐋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧit ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc᙮ ᒥᒄ
ᒫk aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc, ᓂᒧᔨ iᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᐤ
ᐋ ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋt ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᒨᔥ ᐋ
ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒫt, iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐲᓯᐧᒫᐦᑖᐦc᙮
ᐋᓯᐦc ᒦᔥᑯᒋᔥᑳᑑc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂc aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
asᒌᐦc᙮ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ oᓵ ᐧiᔮπᒫc
ᐄᔨᔨoc aᓂᔮᐦ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂsᐧᑳᐤᐦ iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ᙮ aᔮπc ᒫk an ᒨᔥ ᐋ ᐹᒋ iᐦᑖc
aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ, ᒑk iᑖᔨᐦᑎᒧᒋᒑᓂᒌ
πᔥc ᐄᔨᔨoc, ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ ᐋ ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᐋ ᐧᐋπᒫc᙮ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk aᓂᒌ
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋ ᐧᐄᒋc ᐹᔓc aᓂᑖᐦ
ᔖפi, ᔑᐳᑲᒨ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᕚlᐧᑖr,
ᐋoᑯᓂc ᑭᔮᐦ ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋᒋᒑᓂᒌ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᒨᔥ ᐋ ᐧᐋπᒫc᙮
ᐋᒄ ᒫk, ᐹᔨᒄ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐋᔑᑯm ᓈᐤ
(24%) ᒌ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒧc ᐋ ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᒨᔥ ᐋ ᐧᐋπᒫc᙮ aᓂᒌ ᒫk
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᓈoᔥ ᐋ ᐋᐦᑯᓯc (πᑯᓂᒑ ᐋ
ᔔᑳoπᔨᓈᓂᐧic ᓈᔥt ᒫk ᐄᔥπᒥᐦc
ᐋ iᐦᑎᑯᓂᔨc aᐧᐋn ᐋ
ᓰᑎᐦᐧᐋᑭᓂᐧit) ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ aᑎᑑ ᓈᔥc ᒌ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒧc
ᐋ ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᐋ ᐧᐋπᒫc᙮ ᑭᔨᐧᐹ
ᒫᔪᐦᑖᑯᐦc ᐆ ᑎᐹᒋᒧᐧin᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᒫᐦc
aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᓈᔥc ᐋ ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᒑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc,
ᐋoᑯᓂc ᐧiᔮπᒫc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ, ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ
ᒫᔪᒋsᒑᔨᒥᑯc aᓂᔮ ᐋ aᑎ isπᔨc
oᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐧᐋᐦc᙮
aᓂᒌ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂsᐧᑳoc, ᒥᒄ aᑎᑑ ᓈᔥc ᐋ
ᐋᐦᑯᓯᔨcᐦ aᐧᐋᔨᐤᐦ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒧᐧᐋoc ᒑ ᐧᐋπᒫᔨcᐦ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ᙮ ᓂᒧᔨ ᒫk ᑯᔥᐧᑳᔨᐦᑖᑯn aᓂᒌ
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᑎᑑ ᓈᔥc ᐋ ᐋπᒋᐦᑖc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
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ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ, ᐋoᑯᓂc ᐋ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc ᐋ
ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᐋ ᐧᐋπᒫc᙮ an ᒫk ᒑᐧᑳn
ᐋ ᑯᔥᐧᑳᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦc, aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋ ᒌ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc
ᐋ ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᐋ ᐧᐋπᒫc, ᐋoᑯᓂc
ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ aᑎᑑ ᐋ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᔨc ᐋ
oᐦᒋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc᙮
aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc, aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋ
ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ, ᐋoᑯᓂc ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᐦc
aᑎᑑ ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᔨc ᒑ oᐦᒋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc᙮ ᐋoᑯᓂc ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ
aᑎᑑ ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᔨc ᐋ ᐄᔑ
πᒥπᔨᔨc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk
ᑭᔮᐦ ᐆ ᐋ ᓅᑯᐦc aᓂᑖᐦ ᑯᑎkᐦ asᒌᐦ aᓂᑖᐦ
aᑎᒫᐲᓯᒽ᙮

ᐋᑎ ᒫk aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋ ᐹᔨᑯᐦᐋc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋ ᐧᐋπᒫc aᑎᑑ ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ ᒥᐦᒑᐧᑖᐤ ᐋ
ᐋπᒋᐦᑖc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ, aᔮπc ᒌ
ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒧc ᐋᑳ oᐦᒋ iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic
aᓂᔮ ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧᐋᑯπᓈ᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk
ᑖᐧᐹᐦ ᐋ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ aᑎᑑ ᐋ
iᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨc ᒑ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc ᐋ ᒌ oᔥᑖπᔨc ᒥᒄ
ᒫk ᐋᑳ oᐦᒋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᒥᔨcᐦ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ aᓂᔮ
ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk ᐋ
iᔥᒌᐧᔖᒥᑭᐦc aᓂᒌ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂc ᒥᒄ aᓂᔮ
ᓈᔥc ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑎᒥᔨcᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤᐦ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ, ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ ᒥᒄ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋc᙮

How having a regular doctor
affects use of health care
Studies in other parts of Quebec say that
people find it easier to get good care if
they have a regular doctor. But in Iiyiyiu
Aschii, people don’t have “regular”
doctors in the same way as they do in the
south. The doctors who visit may change
often. And many people see nurses instead
of doctors. Still, if the same doctor
has been coming for a long time,
people may start to think of him or
her as their “regular” doctor. Also,
people who live near Chapais,
Chibougamau, or Val d’Or might
have regular doctors in those towns.
All told, one Iiyiyiu in four (24%)
says that they have a regular doctor.
People who have long‑term health
problems (like diabetes or high
blood pressure) are even more likely
to say they have a regular doctor.
This is good news. We think it means that
the people who need health care the most
are being sent to doctors, who are keeping
track of how they are doing.
Nurses only send people to doctors if
they have a more serious illness. So it is
not surprising that the people with regular
doctors say that they use health care more

often. What is surprising is that having
a regular doctor seems to do a lot to
improve people’s views of the health care
system. In Iiyiyiu Aschii, the people with
regular doctors are much more likely than
others to think that it is easy to get care.
They are also more likely to think the care
is of good quality. The same pattern has
been noted in other northern areas.

Even though the people with regular
doctors use more services, they still
report unmet needs. In fact, they are more
likely than others to say that they had a
problem but their doctor didn’t think care
was needed. This may mean that doctors
are making sure that people only get health
services when they really need them.
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ᑖᓂᑖᐦ ᒑ isπᑎᑭᓂᐧic ᒑ ᒌ oᐦᒋ
ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin
aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc
ᒑᐧᑳn ᒫk ᐆ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒫᑯᔨᐦᒄ an ᐋ
iᔥπᔑ ᓂᐦᐄπᔨc ᐋ πᒥπᔨc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc?
an ᒫk ᐹᔨᒄ ᒥᐧᔮᒋᒧᐧin, ᐋoᒄ aᓂᒌ
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᓈᔥc ᐋ ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᒑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc, ᑭᔨᐧᐹ
ᑖᐧᐹᐦ aᑎᑑ ᒥᔥᑏᐦ ᐧᐋᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᑳ
ᐄᔑ ᒥsᑭᐧᐋᐦᑖᔮᐦc aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᓈᔥc ᐋᑳ
ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰc, ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ aᑎᑑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧic
aᓂᑖᐦ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ
ᑯᑎkᐦ aᐧᐋᔨᐤᐦ᙮ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᒥᑯᒋk ᓃᐧᔖᐤ
iᔥπᔑ ᐄsᑯπᔨᔨc ᒑ ᐧᐋπᒫc aᓂᔮᐦ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᒥᒋn ᑳ ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑎᒥᔨcᐦ ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ᙮
ᐋoᒄ ᑖᐧᐹᐦ ᒫᐧᔮᔑc ᐆ᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫᐧᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦc
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋᑳ aᑎᑑ ᐄᔥπᒥᐦc iᐦᑎᑯᓂᔨc
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc aᓂᔮ ᐋ
ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc ᐋᑳ oᐦᒋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᒑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧᐋᑯπᓈ iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ oᑖᐦ ᑯפk
asᒌᐦc (ᒥᒄ ᒫk ᓂᒧᔨ ᐧᐄᐦ ᑖᐧᐹᐦᑎᒧc πᔥc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯoc)᙮
ᒥᒄ ᒫk ᐋoᒄ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᒥsᑭᐧᐋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic aᓂᒌ
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᑎᑑ ᐋ ᐋᔨᒥᓂᔨc ᒑ ᒌ oᐦᒋ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᐦc᙮ ᒥᐦᒑᑐ
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc iᑖᔨᐦᑎᒧc ᐋᑳ
ᓈᔥc ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᔨc ᐋ ᐄᔑ πᒥπᔨᔨc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ, ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk πᔥc aᓂᔮ ᐋᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic aᓂᔮ ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧᐋᑯπᓈ
oᐦᒋ aᓂᔮ ᓰᑎᐤ ᐋᑳ iᐦᑎᑯᓂᔨc aᓂᔮ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐋ iᐦᑖc᙮
ᐋoᒄ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐧiᔮπᐦᑎᒫᐦc ᒫᒫᐦc ᐋ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc
an ᐋ ᐄᔑ πᒥπᔨc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin
oᐦᒋ aᓂᐦᐄ ᓂᓈᐦᑰ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ ᐋ
ᑭᓂᐧᐋπᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧicᐦ᙮ (ᐋoᒄ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦc
aᑎᑑ ᐋ ᐋᔨᒥᐦc ᒑ ᒌ oᐦᒋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic
ᑯᑎᑭc aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᓂᑎᐦ πᔥc iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ
iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ ᑯᑎkᐦ iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ᙮) ᐋoᒄ ᑭᔮᐦ ᑳ
ᐄᔑ ᐧᐋπᐦᑎᒫᐦc aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
asᒌᐦc, ᓂᒧᔨ ᓈᔥc ᐧᐋπᒫoc aᓂᔮᐦ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨnᐦ ᒥᒋn ᑳ ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑎᒥᔨcᐦ ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ
iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐄ oᑖᐦ ᑯפk asᒌᐦc᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk ᐆ
ᒨᔥ ᐋ isπᔨc aᓂᑖᐦ aᑎᒫᐲᓯᒽ᙮
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πᔥc ᒫk ᐋ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin,
aᑎᑑ ᐋᔨᒥn ᒑ ᒌ ᓈᑎᐦc aᐧᐋᓂᒌ iᔥπᔑ
ᐧᐄ ᑯᑎk ᐋ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin᙮
ᐋoᒄ πᑯᓂᒑ an ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᒥsᑭᐧᐋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic
aᑎᑑ ᐋ ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦc ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ oᐦᒋ an ᒥᑐᓈᔨᐦᒋᑭn ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin ᐋ ᑭᓂᐧᐋπᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᑭᔮᐦ
ᑳ ᐧᐋπᐦᑎᒫᐦc aᓂᒌ isᐧᑳoc 20–29 ᐋ
isπᑎᓰc, ᐋoᑯᓂc ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ ᓂᒥ ᓈᔥc ᐄᔑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧic aᓂᔮ ᒑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧᐋᑯπᓈ, ᒥᒄ ᒫk ᓂᒧᔨ
ᓂᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑎᐧᒫᓈn ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ aᓂᔮ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic᙮
ᑖᓂᑖᐦ ᒫk ᒑ ᒌ oᐦᒋ ᓂᐦᐄπᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin? oᑖᐦ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin ᑭᔮᐦ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᐧin ᐋ oᐦᒋ
ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic, ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᒑ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋπᔨᔨcᐦ aᓂᔮᐦ ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰoᑭᒥᒄᐦ᙮
oᐦᐄ ᒫk ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰoᑭᒥᒄᐦ, ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᒑ iᐦᑖc
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᓯoc ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋc ᐄᔨᔨᐤᐦ᙮
ᐋoᑯᓂc aᓂᒌ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂsᐧᑳoc, ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂc,
ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰᐧin ᐋπᑎᓰᓯoc ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᑯᑎᑭc
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ, πᑯᓂᒑ ᐋ ᒥᔪᒦᒋᓱᓈᓂᐧiᔨc ᑳ
ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖc ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᑳ ᔖᔖoπᑎᒑc᙮ aᓂᐦᐄ
ᒫk ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰoᑭᒥᒄᐦ, ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ πᒥπᔨc
πᔥc ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk ᐆ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
πᒥπᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic:
♦ ᐋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᒑ ᒌ ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰc
♦ ᐋ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋ ᐋᐦᑯᓯc
♦ ᐋ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᒦn ᒑ ᒌ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᓱc ᒥᔔ

ᑳ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᐋ ᒌ oᔑᑯᔑᐦc
♦ ᐋ ᓈᑭᑐᐧᐋᔨᒫᑭᓂᐧic aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋᑳ ᔖᔥ ᒌ

ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic᙮
ᐆ ᒫk ᒑ aᔥᒋπᔨc, ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋ ᐧᐄᐦ
ᐧᐋπᐦᑎᐦc ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨn ᐋπᑎᓰᐧin ᑭᔮᐦ
ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᐧin ᐋ oᐦᒋ πᒥπᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic aᓂᔮ
aᑎᑑ ᒑ ᒌ ᒋsᑯᑎᒫᓱᔨcᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤᐦ oᐦᒋ aᓂᔮ
ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂᐦc ᒑ ᒌ ᐋπᑎᓯᔨcᐦ᙮ ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᒫk ᒑ ᒌ
oᐦᒋ ᓂᐦᐄπᔨc ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic aᓂᑎᐦ
oᑎᔨᐦᑐᐧiᓂᐧᐋᐦc᙮

Some paths to improving medical
care in Iiyiyiu Aschii
What does all this tell us about how
well the health care system is working
in Iiyiyiu Aschii?
The good news is that it seems that the
people in greatest need are getting the
most care. The survey results show us that
people in poor health get more services
than others. And they are at least twice as
likely to see a specialist. This is a good
sign. It is also good to see that people
report no more unmet needs in Iiyiyiu
Aschii than in other parts of Quebec (even
though some health workers wonder if
this can be true).
But the results also suggest that people
find it hard to get health care. Many people in Iiyiyiu Aschii feel that care is poor,
and some needs go unmet because the
service simply doesn’t exist in the region.
We also notice that use of health care
varies a lot between the different
communities. (This suggests that health
care is harder to get in some communities
than others.) And we notice that people in
Iiyiyiu Aschii are a lot less likely than
others in Quebec to see a specialist doctor.
This often happens in northern areas.

Some types of care seem to be harder to
get than others. For instance, the results
suggest that the region needs more mental
health services. We also see that women
age 20–29 say they have a lot of unmet
needs, although we’re not sure what these
needs are.
How could care be improved? The
Cree Health Board thinks the new
Miyupimaatisiiwin centres will help. These
centres will offer care from a team of
workers. The team could include nurses,
doctors, miyupimaatisiiwin workers, and
other people like nutritionists or
physiotherapists. The centres will also
offer some traditional kinds of care. The
plan is to cover the whole range from:
♦ helping people to stay well
♦ treating people when they are sick
♦ helping people get back to their normal
activities after an illness or accident
♦ caring for people who are dying.
Along with this, the Health Board wants
to see more Iiyiyiuch trained in health and
social services. This will allow people to
get care that fits with their culture.
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ᐋ ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒫᑭᓂᐧit ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc
ᐧᐄᓵᐧᐋ ᐋπᐦᑑ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc
ᒌ ᐧᐋπᒫoc ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ aᓂᔮ ᐧᐹᐳᓂᔨc, ᑭᔮᐦ
ᒫk ᐹᔨᒄ ᐋᔑᑯm ᓂᔥᑐ ᒌ ᐧᐋπᒫoc ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ
aᓂᔮ 1–3 πᐳnᐦ ᐄᔑ oᑖᐦc᙮ isᐧᑳoc ᑭᔮᐦ
aᓂᒌ ᐋᑳ ᐋᔥᒄ 45 iᐦᑐᐳᐧᓈᓯc aᐧᐋᓂᒌ,
ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ aᑎᑑ iᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᐤ ᒑ ᐧᐋπᒫc
ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ aᓂᔮ ᐧᐹᐳᓂᔨc᙮
ᑭᔨᐧᐹ ᓄᐧic iᔨᐦc ᐋ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc oᐦᒋ aᓂᐦᐄ
ᓂᓈᐦᑰ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ ᐋ ᑭᓂᐧᐋπᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧicᐦ
oᐦᒋ aᓂᔮ ᑳ iᔥπᔑ ᐧᐋπᒫc ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ᙮
aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋ ᐧᐄᒋc aᓂᑖᐦ ᒋᓵᓰᐲᐦc ᑭᔮᐦ
ᒥsᑎᓯᓃᐦc, ᐧᐄᐧᐋᐤ aᑎᑑ iᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨc ᒑ
ᐧᐋπᒫc ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ aᓂᔮ ᐧᐹᐳᓂᔨc᙮
ᑭᔨᐧᐹ πᔥc ᐋ ᑯᔥᐧᑳᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨc aᓂᔮ ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc aᐧᐋᓂᒌ oᐦᒋ aᓂᔮ ᑳ ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒫc
ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ᙮ ᐋoᒄ ᒫk ᒥᐦᒑᑐ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᑳ
ᐧᐄᐦᑎᐦc ᓈᔥc ᐋᑳ ᒥᐧᔮπᑖc, ᑭᔮᐦ
ᒫk aᓂᒌ ᓅᑖπᑖᓯoc aᓂᑖᐦ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc iᑖᔨᐦᑎᒧc aᑎᑑ ᐋ
ᓂᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨc oᔮ ᐄᔑ
ᐋπᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ᙮ ᒥᒄ ᒫk ᓈᔥc
aπᔒᔥ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᒌ iᐦᑎᒧc aᓂᔮ
ᐋ ᓂᑳᐦᐄᑯc ᓈoᔥ ᐋ ᔑᓂᐧᐋᐦᑖc
ᒑ ᐧᐋπᒫc ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ᙮ ᑯᑎᑭc ᒫk
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᒥᐦᒑᑐ πᐳnᐦ ᐋᑳ oᐦᒋ
ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒫc ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ, ᐋᔪᐧiᒄ ᐋ
iᑖᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᐋᑳ ᔮᔨᑖ ᒑ
ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒫc᙮ ᒥᒄ ᒫk aᓂᒌ
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ᓅᑖπᑖᓯoc, ᑭᔨᐧᐹ ᓈᔥc ᓈᑐᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨc ᒑ
ᐧᐋπᒫc ᐄᔨᔨoc ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ, ᒥᒄ ᒫk ᓂᒧᔨ
oᔮ ᐄᔑ ᓂsᑯᒨc aᐧᐋᓂᒌ aᓂᑖᐦ ᐋ ᐧᐄᒋc
ᐄᔨᔨoc asᒌᐦc᙮
ᒑᐧᑳn ᐆ ᐧᐋᐦᒋ iᔑᓈᑯᐦc iᔨᐦc ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᐦc
ᐄᔨᔨoc ᑭᔮᐦ ᓅᑖπᑖᓯoc? ᐋoᒄ ᐹᔨᒄ ᒑᐧᑳn
aᓂᒌ ᓅᑖπᑖᓯoc ᐋ iᑖᔨᒫc ᐄᔨᔨᐤᐦ ᐋsᑰ ᒑ
ᓂᑐᐧᐋπᒥᑯc oᐦᒋ aᓂᔮ ᒑ
ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧiᔨcᐦ ᐧᐄπᑎᐧᐋᐤᐦ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫk ᒑ ᒌ
oᐦᒋ ᓂᑳᐦᐄᑭᓂᐧiᔨc aᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐋᐦᑯᓯπᑖc
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ᙮ aᓂᒌ ᒫk ᐧᐄ ᐄᔨᔨoc, ᐹᑎᔥ ᒥᒄ
ᐋ ᐋᐦᑯᓵπᑖc, ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᐋ iᑖᔨᐦᑎᐦc ᒑ ᐧᐋπᒫc
ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ᙮ an ᒫk ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰᐧin ᐋ oᐦᒋ
ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic, ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᒋπᐦ oᐦᒋ
ᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑎᔮᑭᓂᐧiᐧic ᐄᔨᔨoc ᐋ iᔥπᔑ
ᒋᔥᑎᒫoᓂᔨc ᒑ ᐧᐋπᒫc ᐄᔨᔨoc ᓅᑖπᑖᓯᐤᐦ
oᐦᒋ aᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑯc ᐋ ᒥᐧᔮπᑖc᙮

Use of dental care in Iiyiyiu Aschii
About half the people in Iiyiyiu Aschii
saw a dentist in the past year, and another
third saw one in the past 1–3 years.
Women, and people under age 45, were
more likely to have seen a dentist within
the past year.
There were some big differences between
communities in how often people saw a
dentist. People living in Chisasibi and
Mistissini were most likely to have seen a
dentist in the past year.
Some of what people said about dental
care is surprising. On the one hand, many
people describe their dental
health as poor, and dentists in
the region think that a lot more
services are needed. Yet few
people say that the long waiting
lists are keeping them from
seeing a dentist. And some of the
people who have not had dental
care in years explain that they
don’t need any. In short, dental

staff think there’s a lot of need, but
the people living in Iiyiyiu Aschii don’t
always agree.
What could explain these different views?
One answer might be that dentists think
people should be getting check-ups and
doing things to prevent cavities, while the
people themselves may only want to see a
dentist when they are actually having a
problem like toothache. The Public Health
department may need to tell people more
about how dental check-ups can help them
to keep their teeth strong.
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ᐆ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic
aᐧᐋn ᑳ aᔥᒋπᔨᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧit

Who was included

ᑳ ᓃπᐦc 2003 ᒌ πᒥπᔨᐤ ᐆ ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic, ᐋoᒄ 1,000 aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᑳ
aᔨᒥᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧic, 12 ᐋ iᐦᑎᐳᐧᓈᓯc ᑭᔮᐦ
aᑎᑑ ᐋ ᒋᔖᐄᔨᔨoᐧic ᐋ ᐧᐄᒋc aᓂᑖᐦ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ asᒌᐦc᙮ ᒥᓯᐧᐋ ᒫk ᐹᔨᑯᔥᑖᐤ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
iᐦᑖᐧinᐦ ᒌ ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐤᐦ᙮ ᒥᐦᒑᑐ ᒫk
aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᒌ ᓂsᑯᒨc oᔮ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᒫᑭᓂᐧic: 78% aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᑳ
ᐧᑳᒋᒫᑭᓂᐧic ᒌ ᓂsᑯᒨc᙮ oᓵ ᒫk ᐆ ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic, ᓈᐦᐄᔨᐤ ᒌ
aᔨᒥᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧiᐧic aᓂᒌ aᐧᐋᓂᒌ᙮

The survey was carried out in the
summer of 2003 on a representative
sample of 1,000 people age 12 and over
living in Iiyiyiu Aschii. The sample
included people in all nine communities.
The response rate was high: 78% of the
people who were asked to answer the
survey agreed to do so. Most of the
interviews were carried out face-to-face.

aᑎᑑ ᐧᐄᐦ ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑎᒫᐧᑳ ᒑᐧᑳn
ᒥᑖᐦᑐ iᐦᑎnᐦ aᓂᐦᐄ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭnᐦ oᐦᒋ an
ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᒥsᑭᐧᐋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic an ᑳ
ᓂᑑᒋsᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic ᑭᔮᐦ aᑎᑑ ᒥᒋn ᑎᐹᑎᑖᐤ
aᓂᑎᐦ an ᒑᐧᑳn ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᒥsᑭᐧᐋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic᙮
ᐋoᒄ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ ᒌ ᐧᐋπᐦᑎᒫᒄ an aπᔒᔥ ᐋ
ᑎᐹᑎᑖc ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᒥsᑭᐧᐋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧic aᓂᑎᐦ
aᓂᔮ ᐋ ᓅᑯᐦᑖc ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᒑπᒋᑭᓂᐦc
aᓂᒌ ᑳ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖc ᒥᔪπᒫᑎᓰᐧiᓂᔨᐤ, aᓂᑖᐦ

www.creepublichealth.org
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About the survey

For more information
There are ten booklets on specific
themes from the survey that contain more
detailed information. You can also find a
“Highlights” report on the Cree Public
Health department’s Web site, at
www.creepublichealth.org

